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Abstract : The Ginzburg - Landau theory for low -
dimensional systems i s approached using the 
transfer matrix method. Analytical formulae for 
the thermodynamical quantit ies of interest are 
obtained in the one-dimensional case. An exact 
expression for the free energy of a planar array 
of l inear chains i s deduced. A good agreement 
with numerical and experinental data i s found. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The Giniburq-Landau (GL) theory, initially proposed in 

the frame of the superconductivity /l/, was applied to a large 

number of phase transitions: structural transitions in ordinary, 

ferroelectric or magnetic crystals /?./, commensurate-incommensu

rate transitions /3/, Peierls transitions in quasi-one-dimensio-

oal systems /A/, etc. In its first variant, the theovy generally 

leads to unsatisfactory results, because of the neglect of the 

fluctuations; the lower the dimensionality of the system, the 

«ore pronounced is the failure of the theory. 

Scalapino, Sears and Ferrell /5/ showed that the dif

ficulties of the GL theory are not connected to the form of the 

functional used, but to the rough deduction of the thermodyna

mic functions from this functional. Using the Feynman approach 

of the statistical mechanics /6/, Scalapino et al. /S/ demon

strated that the GL functional leads to satisfactory results, 

both principally (no one-dinensional phase transition Predic

ted by theory) and practically saqreement with the experimental 

and molecular dynamics results). The method works simply for 

one-dimensional systems, where the evaluation of the partition 

function and of the (static) correlation function is redu

ced to the study of a one-particle SchrSdinger equation (trans

fer matrix equation). The knowledge of ground energy and (even

tually) of the first two excited states allows the comnlete stu

dy of the statistical mechanics of the considered one-dimensio

nal system. 

The Schrottinger equation (transfer matrix equation) 
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obtained from the GL functional corresponds to the movement of 

a particle in an anharmonic potential, which aspect, we1known 

from the study of the Landau theory of the second-order phase 

transitions, depends on temperature: a one-well potential for 

temperatures larger than "the critical temperature" Tco , 

respectively a symmetric two-well potential for the complemen

tary situation. 

Unfortunately, the anharmonic oscillator is not an 

exactly solvable system. The high precision obtained in some 

numerical computations made some authors to inproperly call 

them "exact results", but in fact, they have not an analytical 

support. 

Till now there is not to our knowledge, a unitary 

treatment of both one-well and two-well potentials. If for the 

one-well quartic anharmonic potential precise analitical for

mulae (series expansions) for the energy levels are available 

111, the situation is much worse for the two-well potential, 

where the (WKB) results are not very accurate (see below, chapt. 

2). A method recently proposed by Hsine and Chern 19/, improved 

by Patnaik /V, allows a simple computation of the energy eigen

values, as we shall prove in chapter 3. In other cases, for 

sextic oscillators, some exact results are obtained /10/, joined 

by Leach in a unitary frame /ll/, but the constraints imposed 

to the coefficients make them to be of little use from our point 

of view, at least till now. 

In this preprint somj recent advances in the study of 

thejenharmonic oscillator /8, V are used to obtain some analytic 

results for the GL fields in one dimension. These are in gorJ 
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agreement with the previous numerical results /$/, with the mo

lecular dynamics studies /12/ and with the experimental results 

/13/. Also an exact formula for the free enerqy of a planar array 

of linear chains is proposed. 

The structure of this work is as follows. In chapter 2, 

the GL functional is introduced, the mean-field results are brie

fly exposed and their inadequate character is commented. The 

transfer matrix method is used and the corresponding Schrodinger 

equation is put down, as well as its solutions in harmonic ap

proximation. 

In chapter 3, the Hsue-Chern approach to the anharmo-

nic oscillator /8/ is presented and adapted to our problem. 

Unitary formulae for the ground state energy are obtained for 

the whole range - subcritlcal and supercritical - of the tempe

rature. In chapter 4, these results axe used for the computation 

of some thermodynamic functions and averages; they are compareJ 

with experiment and numerical investigations: a good agreement 

between than is found. In chapter 5, the problem of a planar 

array of linear chains is discussed. Firstly the main contribu

tions in this domain are reviewed: they are mean field results 

or results which become exact when the interchain coupling is 

very small. Then an exact exprealon for the free energy is obta

ined, without any restriction on the couplings. 
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2. THE GINZBUZC-LANDAU FUNCTIONAL AND THE TRANSFER 

MATRIX EQUATION 

Let us study a one-dimension system characterized by 
an order parameter, uiU) • Is Physical mearing is discussed in 
detail by Dieterlch /</. Here we shall consider that y is 
real and we shall use the simplest form of the <~,L free energy 
functionnt: 

L 

The only relevant temperature daoendence is in the coefficient 
a, which changes the siqn at the"mean field transition temeoe-
rature" T 

* . » ' f c - i ) . t • ţ » «>° (2.a> 

kn we shall see, this "mean fielf". transition temperatura* doet 
not correspond t) any real phase transition. Also, 

U > 0 • C > ° (3.3) 
are temperature Independent conetants, and ţ plays the role 
of a coherence lengths 

(. -(h) <7.4) 

(2.1) represent *>«3entlaJly the form proposed by fîinzburf and 
Landau for a superconductor In the absence of the magnetic field 
but it is useful in many other domains, as was sckeched in chapter 
1. The expression of the coefficients a, b, c, as well as the 
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temperature dependence,nay be obtained from a microscopic ana

lysis /2/. For the Peierls transition, all these coefficients 

are proportional with the density of states at the Fermi level 

/14/. 

From (2.1) we can evaluate the partition function by 

a Faynman integral: 

k" l<*1 4 Y <2-5> 

discretizing and following the standard methods of the transfer 

matrix theory /5, 15, 16/, we find that 

2 - A e <2.6) 

where 

and *% are the eigenvalues of the anhamonic Hamiltonian 

M.-i-is-.i— •**» «.Lvf.* (2.8) 

In the thermodynamic limit (t-A )-•"• , in (2.6) only the smallest 

eigenvalues is important, so 

j3-ir ui - ^ <2 .9) 

Let us mantion some results of the mean field theory 

applied to the GL functional. If <i» is position independent, the 
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minimum of F is achieved for 

(--hS* •̂ '/̂ c)"•̂ AT , *«1 

i>l (2.10) 

So, the critical index i? has the value /J «^ . The free energy 

_ * *• ( 3 . 1 1 ) 

r » 
Q , 4 >1 ^T->Tt } 

Hence, the specific heat has a jump 

A C • (2.12) 

These results are the core of the so-called landau 

theory of the second order phase transitions /17/. They were 

introduced here for two reasons: to see that, far away of the 

"critical point", the mean field theory Is reasonably accurate, 

and to have in hand "natural units" for various quantities to 

be further obtained. 

Developing the order parameter around the mean field 

solution 

y • t M f . •• * * . (2.131 

substituting it in the transfer matrix equation (2,fl) and ne

glecting the cubic and quartic terms in 4 u< , we can obtain the 

simple results of the so called harmonic approximation /5/. 

For instance, the free energy is 
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•^•fcf-teMsrj. t * i 

and for the specific heat we find the sinqular behaviour 

1 -/--)"' ,-,,-,. 

< ? . 1 4 ) 

(2.15) 

The mean value of the order naraneter 

3^. 
< « + ' > ' -TZ ( 2 " l 6 ) 

< . i t l > ~ — , t > i (2.17) 

These results, showinq in particular a spurious phase 

transition at t = 1, incompatible with the low dimensionality 

of the system, may be taken seriously only if the reduced te.n-

perature t satisfies the conditions 

It -ll> At- (2.18) 

where tjt "measures the size of themperature region below 

in which the thermal enerqy kr is sufficient to drive the order 

parameter to zero over the mean fiel<? coherence length" /5/: 
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The failure of the formulae (2.12), (2.14), (2.16) 

qivas the measure of the Inadequacy of the aforenamed approxi

mation* when they are applied to one-dimensional system. Let 

us examine in passino the critical behaviour of a much more 

subtle solution of the transfer matrix equation (2.8) than the 

harmonic approximation, namely i5f Krumhansl and Schrieffor /ll/. 

Because we are interested in the reqion t i l , we shall neqloct 

any temperature dependence, exceptinq (2.2) / " ) / . Expressing tho 

result (34) from /13/ in our notations, v;e obtain for the free 

energy 

y u). 1 vr (^\ ,*. [i - L *^(£)] „.,„, 

T * — 
at 

(2.21» 

which is not monotonie in r (Fiq. 2). (2.19» is more similar 

with the harmonic approximation of the free enerqy (Fiq. 1) than 

with its corect form (see below), en. (4,1), (riq. 1) . M s o , 1t 

is easy to sne that the specific heat resultinn 'rom (2.?0) is 

singular at t = 1. 

We shall now present a method for ohtaiiino analytic 

formulae for the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix equation (7.8)., 

using an idea'Hsue and Chern /8/. 
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». TSE HSUE-CHEPN APPROACH TO THE AXHAP»OHTC OSCIlLATbP 

Recently, Hsue and Chern /•/ proposed a method which 

permits a simple evaluation of the around state of an anharmonic 

(quartlc) oscillator and offers a basis for the ̂ ayleigh-Schrtf-

dinqper perturbation series. This contribution Is remarkable, 

because the Reyleiqh-SchrOdinger series for the energy of the 

anharmonic oaclllator, formed uslnq the harmonic basis, is diver

gent /I9/. He shall sketch the method of Hsue and Chern and 

we shall adapt It to our problem, eq. (2.8). 

Let be 

* +xl> * t - % * > * * , 2k >o. 
(1.1) 

In the second quantisation language 

4 "*-'> * +*r 

the Hamlltonlan (3.1) becomes: 

If W> is the ground state of (3.1), the state vector l$> defined 

»̂ )> » « * lo> (3.4) 

has the property 

cv ($> = ««* Uj|>. (3.5) 

So, it is natural to pass to the new boson operators: 
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l - «** 
h-*x (1.6) 

l^M-i (3.7) 

W^>-o (3.6) 

which are creation and anlhllatlon operator* for the new vacuum (̂ >. 
The parameter 8 1* determined by clJUlnn that the energy 
of this etate la minimali 

<4M*> 
>e ,C . 

Qeveralng eq. (3.6), 

and ualnţi the identity /»/ 

(3.9) 

'J.10) 

(3.U) 

(the double dota mean normal ordering), the Hamiitonian (3.1) 
becoxiee 

(3.12) 

EQ la the ground atate enarqyi 
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With the new variable 

«j - 1^-2- (3.14) 

we express the condition (3.*) In the form 

^ll*Q (3.15) 

which implies 

(3.16) to - w \ t "X * O 

The discriminant of this equation is qrater than iVro, 

•O (3.IS) haa one «inqle real root. The nround state energy Is 

than 

£ s. 
C* t^ <3'l7> 

with *J- the real root of (3.16). 

Let us make now the conectlon with the transfer matrix 

equation (2.8). The anharmonic potential has a single well for 

« > 0 . *> J . T > 1.. (3.18) 

and two symmetric wells for 

-«•. *<*. -r.T. (3'l9> 

In th« e«M (3.18), It may be put in the form (3.1) 

with 
H "*f (3.20) 

«*. Ji L-

On* obtains 

«•£ ,?( -*£ •**•***') (3.22) 
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where 

U-'l « A • U -M (2.23) 

A belnfj a constant connected by At , (2.1<*): 

A -2^| 
«ii 

<2.2«) 

In the case (î.l<>), the same method, with •> defined 

l.y ,. J- , < * i 
^ 

Oniuiuct ?; to 

»--hŞ(^-H'.v) 

O.25) 

(1.26) 

(3.27) 

(1.28) 

with tin- S.11W definition for > , (2.2 1). 
It Is useful to define separately the Hamt1 ton Inns for 

one-well potential 

and two-w»ll potential: 

In the second quantization terms 

or, with (3.6) 
W1* * C + "«* 

n 

( 3 , 

( i , 

(3. 

(3. 

. 2 9 ) 

. 3 0 ) 

, 3 1 ) 

32) 

IS) 
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*u • £ * "-

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

.Imposing the energy minimum condition (3.9), we f ii d that the 

parameter u> , introduced by the same relation (3.11) must sa

tisfy (3.16) if a> 0 or the equation 

if a < 0. For the ground state energy we find, with (3.16), (3.37|, 

UN 
*,» ~ ă **j i,o» * ' »*» (3.38) 

»•» livj S w* * «** (3.39) 

He must stress that in the expression for E,J , (3.38), cj is 
the real root of (3.16), and in the expression for E^J , (3.39), 
«*> is the real root of (3.37). Aiso, the b operators entering 
(3,33), (3.36) are not identical, by similar reasons. 

Eqs. (3.16), (3.37) may be written unitary as 

*J**l*0- C \ - 0 , l - A ^ M - f c ) , (3.40) 

Also, (3.38), (3.39) may be incorporated in 

E -i.ca-2- (3'<n 

f lw 
Because we are interested in the critical behaviour of the solutions, 
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* ~ l - * — * (3.42) 

tha dlacrimlnant of tha aq. (3.40), 

A . 0>* 4 -L (3.43) 

la alwaya positive, and 

*,•(%* *i2) *(\%-«T) (3.44) 

It followa that, ualng (3.38), (3.79), (3.22), (3.26), (2.9), 

ona may lmmadlataly obtalna compact analytical formulae for the 

themiodynamical quantltlaa of Intaraat. Their aspect la compli

cated and non-transparant; also, our main Interest it connected 

to critical region. So, wa shall not <ilve these compact formulae, 

but only the corresponding series expeanslons near "the critical 

point". 

The following expressions are useful 

.^f.li.hW^W 1* {r*>i* •/• 
(3.45) 

*" ' S 3 3* (3.46) 

For the ground state of the Hamlltonians (3.29) , (3.30) we 

obtain the unitary formula 

With (3.47), (3.22), (3.26), (2.W), we find that the 
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ground state energy of (2.8) Is 

a(«-l> 

at 

This result Is the starting point for the study of the thermo

dynamics! properties of the one-dimensional system described by 

the GL functional (2.1). For the computation of some averages, 

for instance (2.16). an expression in which { , a, b, c are 

independent parameters is useful: 

(3.49) 
• A^S * 2^. A**' + ... f 

Following ref. /»/. this method allows the computation 

of the ground state energy with an error less than 2 %, for any 

value of X , defined by (3.31), (3.35). 
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». TUB THEHHODTNAHIC PHOPK*TIt!S OP TUT. <>PT*»]yttini01l.'l .«y.fTFff 

As we Indicated In chapter 2, we can evaluate the free 

energy per unit length, 12.9), using the expression (3.49) for 

the ground state energy of the associated rchrOdlnier problem) 

/-i-^r.^.^r./,*-..^1 

•(w S« J* . W Î» 3'» ] 

(4.1) 

We can also give a compact expression for t, using (3.44), but 

(4.1) Is more relevant, f Is a monotonie function of temperature 

and Is continous, with all Its derivatives at t - o (see rig.3,. 

For the specific heat of the unit length 

?f 1 + j r»t j'f 

we find 

If we divide this value to a mori or less natu-al unit, for in

stance the juj»p of the specific heat predicted by the mean field 

theory (per unit length), 

i - . ^VMj . - a f ' f « •^•fi-'-*- ...» 

(4.4) 

we find 
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(4.6) 

Its aspect (rig. 4) may be compared with the experimental data 

for TTF-TCNQ /IS/ (Fig. 5) and with the recent molecular dynamics 

results /12/ (Fig. 6); In both cases, a good agreement results. 

For the average of vf*" we find, with (2.16), (3.49): 

Choosing as a "natural unit" the value 

we obtain (see also Fig. 7) 

. 6 V I » ) - 6 A ) * »'+-•} 
Of course (4.8) can not be taken too seriously far «way from 

origin. The agreement with the numerical results /5/ (Fig 8) 

and the experimental data for superconductors /20/ (Fig. 9) is 

clear. (Althrough the order parameter for superconductors Is com

plex, we know from /5/ that In both cases, the averaqes (4.8) 

have similar behaviours.) Fig, 7 Is speclalfiirelevant for the 

phenomenon which Is produced In a one-dimensional materiali in 

the place of a neat phase transition, a smooth passage for a re

gime in which the order parameter is sensibly nonxero and is grow

ing with the lowering of temperature, to a regime in which it 

is very small and became smaller Jor larger temperatures. 

For the case of the complex order parameter the trans

fer matrix equation Is that of •» two-dimensional anharmcnlc 
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(quartic) oscillator , for which analytical formulae (quickly 

convergent series expansions) are available only for a one-well 

radial potential /21/. The experience nalned during the study 

of the real order parameter case (one-dimensional anharmonlc 

oscillator) suggests us that the ground state energy Is (till a 

factor) a series expansion in the rjuartic coupling constant; its 

coefficients can be determined from the knowleqde "of -"supercri

tical" behaviour. So, the results from /21/ may be sufficient 

for solving the transfer matriv equation for complex f . 

5. THE COUPLED CHAINS PROBLEM 

The real cvasi-one-dlmensional materiali are, essentially, 

systems of coupled paraleli chains, and their theoretical study 

is based on the knowledge of the solution of the single chain 

problem. So, the approaches in this field are extensions of the 

methods of the one-dimensional problems. 

We shall study here the coupled chatins problem using 

the Glnzburg-Landau theory. Let us consider a r .anar array of 

chains of length L each of them characterized by an order para

meter < ^ M . 1 " 1' • •• N *nd by a free energy functional like 

(2.1). The free.energy of the whole system is 

j»< S l J J "*" (5.1) 

where 
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and the coup1ind between chains Is small, I.e. 
c. 

cş •* "p (5.2) 
with ? as before. The o-ly relevant temperature dependence is, 
like in 4»ne-dimenslonal problemţcontained in the parameter a 
(2.2). Nlth the transfer matrix method,,one obtains the following 
associated Hamiltonian 

h 

where 

*' " — , a e-<* • # (S.O 

In the thermodynamic limit, the free eneroy per unit length of 
the coupled chains system 1* the ground state energy of the trans
fer Hamiltonian (5.3): 

ţ.*. (5.5) L 

So,the two d<nenalon:<l statistical mechanic* problem 
is reduced to the one-diaensional quantum mechanical problem of 
N coupled enharmonic oscillator. Lajaerowlcs and t>feuty /12/ 
firstly noticed that the planar array of chains can be reduced, 
using functional integration, to a one-dimensional system, which 
was,in their approach, a one-dimensional Isinq model in transverse 
field, whose exact solution la known. Dleterlch /J 9/ reduced the 
system of arharmontc coupled oscillators to a one-dimensional 
system of pseudospins in an external field, exactly solueble. 
Both this approaches are placed In the frame of the two-level 
approximation scheme, valid if (5.2) la satisfied. Subsequently, 
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Stoec!-ly and Scalaplno /24/ replaced, for a real order parameter, 

the Hamiltonlan (S.3) by a system of one-dimensional fermions, 

very similar with that used by Schultz, Mattis and Lieb In their 

•olutlon of the two-dimensional Ising model /15/. They found for 

thu free energy and so for the specific heat of the planar arrr" 

of chains expressions similar with that obtained for the two-dl

menalonal Islng modal. Their results contained parameters of 

the single anharmonic oscillator, for which they have not analy

tical formulae. The case of the complex order parameter is treated 

unsatisfactory. 

Bishop and Krumhansl /25/ stucied the Hamlltonlan (S.3) 

by a mean field method, by numerical methods and also analysed 

the validity of the two-lave1 approximation. S^alapino, Imry and 

Plncus /26/ examined a variety of the coupled chains (Islng, 

Helnsenberg, «f*-chain») by GL method and varma 727/ studied the 

anharmonic chain In the frame of sollton and central peacV the

ory. In a review paper, Hruce /2H/ tfeatlnn a larqer area, touched 

also questions of interest In the study of the coupled ihians. 

Recenlty Kerr and Bishop /12/ reported a computer simulation of 

a highly anisotropic bidimensional syrtam. 

Although much effort was invnsted In this field - which 

result is a satisfactory understanding cf the phenomena which 

take placa - an exact expression for the thermodynamic quantities 

of the coupled chains system is still mining. M l the "exact" 

aforementioned results ara valid whan (S.2) is acompllshed. 

We shall give nara a rigorous derivation of the fraa 

energy of the coupled chains problem, for a real order parameter, 

without any use of a restriction like (S.2). 
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Let us remark that (5.3) can be written as 
i» 

(- ±— — • **/ • t-t'- 2<, Y + ) 
(5.7) 

where 

* . * / • - ! ) • i.<y (5.8) 

Because we are not only interested In the reoime t~1, we shall 

maintain the temperature dependence of the "mass" (5,4). Putting 

<+ *<?>*A) Y < 5 t „ 

the Hamilton»an (5.7) becomes 

j 'i 

with 

> -

Let us compute the qround state eneny of 

He shall use .1 Orerr. function anproach /?.*/. Let be 

( 5 . 1 1 ) 

( 5 . 1 2 ) 

'J 

where 

C t i ) . . . < T < £ f t > < f > < « > > ( , 1 3 ) 

H - * . • î Hvt ( 1 . 1 5 ) 
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" ,» 

0 

K„i -Î I - ^ ^ f ; . °'j "-r «.»7> 

^ *. n (J 4- « r . \ 

6.. * A, 

(r>.18) 

T'.ie shift of the ground «tat» enemy «J 'Xl(
,'>. I 2), comnared 

to the c •» 0 c««j, Is 
1 

(5.1») 

(V 7>) nay bo evaluated calnrr Dyson aviation 

C. .20) 

( 5 . 2 1 ) 

In the four lor sMce, the ser*r>i H.21) becomes n geometric ;no 

which «urn Is 

V*"1 v ,,.*-!_* <-'•»> i - Î & .o^ &/*»» - ** 

with .t - the lattice constant and 6/w) - the nreen function( Ji. • 

the nround state enerqy, both of the alnnlti «nhnrmr.nlc oscillator) 
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(5.24) 

SC; 

Cr (w)«[^/">- ?A*7 -f~X- J^ *., ) 
(5.25) 

fS* „ JlX _ 2Î-U C«*<^ 
t * (5.26) 

and (5.20) becomes 

(5.27) 

So, the ground state energy of (5.12) is 

IT 

o 

The integral is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind 

/30/ 

MM-A <« x J* « 2 H«+A E 'A> 
« ' (5,29) 

A1 

Bere 

/» > 0 

« » ^ C , /»-*/-. A * - — — (5.30) 
o 

Therefore the ground state of (5.12) is 
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f. 'If fe +2/"f- £W. (5.31) 
-ita is the ground state energy of (3.27), with X given by (5.11). 

The f*-ee energy of the unit length of the coupled chains system 

i«» 

-• .1 ft * . , ̂  - W- (h\ 
(5.32) 

This is an exact formula. Prom here we can obtain the averages 

of if1 , y* and the specific heat. This is proportional w.'.th 

tne second derivative of E , which has a logaritmie singulatlty 

for r = 1, or, with (5.30)) 

. - f s - O * ^ ( 5- 3 3 ) 

The eq. (5.33.) determines the critical temperature Tc of the tran

sition. This behaviour of the specific heat (logaritmic singula

rity) confirms the inclusion of the system (planar array of chains) 

in the tiling universality class. 

For explicit calculations, the expression of -d0 is 

needed. Considering, in the first approximation, cf. (3.47) that 

eq. (5.33) may be written as 

I / t ) = =!- .—-*s • ——- , d * • < • • - . 

The left hand side of the preceding equation is a monotonically 

and slowly decreasing function of t, /hich take the value ?. for 
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: » 1; the right hand side is a quickly decreasing function of 

: which, at t = 1. takes ihe value B. Vheir corssing determines 

:he critical temperature t s it is appreciably smaller than 1 

md decreases xth the interchain counlintr. This result quali-

:atively agree with the experimental data in KCP, where th» ratio 

>etween the mean field transition temperature (here, t = 1) and 

:he real transition temperature is of order 3 or grater. 

This very sinple method for evalur-ing the free energy 

[5.32), seems adaptable to d = 3, to the t.oir,,>lex order parameter 

:ase and to more realistic couplings between chains. No rest ic-

:ions on the interchain coupling, like (5.2) are imposed. 
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS 

1. The free energy of the one-dimensional system in the 

harmonic approximation /5/ 

2. The free energy of the one-dimensional system at t i l , 

after /18/ 

3. The free energy of the one-di.-nensional system, our equa

tion (4.1) 

4. The specific heat, eq. (4,5) 

5. The specific heat anomaly for TTF-TCNQ IX5/ 

6. The specific heat of the one-dimensional system, computer 

simulation 1X2/ 

7. The average of the field intensity, eq. (4.7) 

8. The specific heat, numerical results after /5/ 

9. The average of the field intensity for a superconducting 

small particle. The dashed curve is the mean-field result 

/5/, /20/ 
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